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Goal
! To develop high pressure sensors
Ceramic membrane Metallic membrane
assembly by welding
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Issues with low-temperature thick-films
! Compatibility of thermal expansion
! Dielectric-resistor compatibility
! Adhesion
! Stability of the resulting circuits
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Thick-film system









TCE of tested Substrates
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Thick film system
75% PbO + 10% B2O3





 & Du 2041 resistor85% PbO + 10% B2O3
+ 5% SiO2 + 2% Al2O3
Dielectrics
Based on V6 glass
Dielectrics & Resistor
Based on V8 glass
HT steel
& ESL 3114 Resistor
A 286
17-4 PH
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              (L) 10.3±0.2
































































Performance of cells under pressure
! HT cells (commercial TF system fired @ 850°C)
S = 2.839 ± 0.007 mV/V
D = 0.06 % @140 bar









































signal cyc le 2
signal cyc le 3
dérive cyc le 1
dérive cyc le 2
dérive cyc le 3
! A286 cells (commercial TF system fired @ 625°C)
Performance of cells under pressure
S = 1.83 ± 0.05 mV/V
D = 6.9 % @140 bar














































17-4 PH cells (625°C TF system)
! 17-4 PH sintered @ 1340°C
S = 3.51 ± 0.02 mV/V
D = 4.2 % @140 bar
















































17-4 PH cells (625°C TF system)
! 17-4 PH sintered @ 1350°C
S = 2.37 ± 0.02 mV/V
D = 1.7 % @140 bar
! [MPa]










































17-4 PH cells (525°C TF system)
! 17-4 PH sintered @ 1340°C
S = 3.2 ± 0.03 mV/V
D =…






































signal cyc le 1
signal cyc le 2
signal cyc le 3
dérive cyc le 1
dérive cyc le 2
dérive cyc le 3
17-4 PH cells (525°C TF system)
! 17-4 PH sintered @ 1350°C
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Summary
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Conclusions and outlook
! Excellent results on HT steel with commercial TF
system but too expensive
! Excellent electrical properties for semi-custom 625°C
firing system on common high-strength steels. But
stability under high loads must still be improved.
! Control of TCR of our resistors through additives
(CuO, NiO, TiO2, Sb2O3)
! Improve adhesion promoters
! Materials without Pb or precious metals
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Hvala!
Thank you for your
attention!
